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Numerical study of forced convection heat transfer from arrays of prolate particles is performed using the second-order Immersed
Boundary-Lattice Boltzmann Method (IB-LBM). Prolate particle is studied with aspect ratio of 2.5 with solid volume fraction
variation from 0.1 to 0.3. For each solid volume fraction, arrays of prolate particles are generated and simulations have been
performed to calculate Nusselt number for four different Hermans orientation factors and various Reynolds numbers. From the
simulation results, it has been observed that, for any specific value of Hermans orientation factor, Nusselt number increases with
the increase of the Reynolds number and solid volume fraction. More importantly, it is found that the effect of orientations on
Nusselt number is significant. Nusselt number correlation is developed for ellipsoidal particles as function of Reynolds number,
Prandtl number, solid volume fraction, and orientation factors. *is correlation is valid for 0.1≤ c≤ 0.3 and 0<Re≤ 100.

1. Introduction

Fluid flow and its interaction with solid particles is an es-
sential phenomenon, which has immense applications in the
domain of various industries, for example, in pneumatic
conveying system, drying of food items, combustion of coal,
fluidized bed, waste recycling, and pharmaceutical product
formation. Heat transfer of these gas-solid flows is a sig-
nificant phenomenon that needs to be investigated. A
comprehensive understanding of this process is essential for
the better operations of equipment in which gas-solid flows
take place.

Many studies on the heat transfer of multiparticle sys-
tems have been carried out; however, most of the research is
done on spherical particles only. In practical engineering
applications, most of the particles are nonspherical in shape
and form diverse orientations in space. Ellipsoidal particles
have many applications in industry, for example, in bio gas,
in manufacturing industry, and in char conversion industry
for energy conversion process [1]. *ese industries deal with
particles having increasingly stretched shapes more like the
prolate. Fuel used in the biomass procedure takes the shape

of prolate particles [2]. Also, particles present in biomass
process acquire different orientations. However, detailed
analysis of many particle systems of prolate particles with
different orientations has not been performed yet. In the
present work, these orientations are quantified by using the
Hermans orientation factors (S) in the range of −0.5 to 1. In
the literature, dependence of Nusselt number (Nu) is only
presented in the form of solid volume fraction and Reynolds
number. But, in the present research, a new parameter of S is
found, which has strong effects on the Nu. *e present
research aims to study such systems of particles; therefore, it
will be an important contribution in the field of gas-solid
flows.

Normally people use Gunn’s [3] and Wakao et al.’s [4]
correlations for predicting the heat transfer and drag in fluid
particle systems which fit well only for spherical particle.
Many researchers have investigated the heat transfer
properties in the arrays of spherical particles [5–8]. Some
investigators have performed numerical simulations to study
the heat transfer from single nonspheroidal particles. Finite
difference numerical procedure was used by Juncu for
unsteady heat transfer studies of a prolate and an oblate
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particle [9]. *e particle temperature was considered only to
be a function of time, whereas it was considered uniform in
space. In the simulations, Reynolds number range was taken
from 10 to 200 and Prandtl number was chosen to be 1 and
10 with axis ratio from 0.1 to 0.9. Richter and Nikrityuk
performed numerical simulations in three dimensions for
calculating heat transfer and drag force coefficients [10].
*ey used different shapes including ellipsoidal, spherical,
and cuboidal particles in the flow, with Reynolds number in
the range from 10 to 250. In the study, they explored that the
drag coefficient of a specific particle depended on its nor-
malized longitudinal length, whereas Nusselt number was
mostly affected by the crosswise sphericity and sphericity
itself. Zhang et al. performed direct numerical simulation
(DNS) studies of forced convection from rotating single
ellipsoidal particles for five different aspect ratios [11]. *ey
investigated the effect of particle rotations on drag, lift, and
moment coefficients. Average value of Nusselt number was
also analyzed. *ey concluded that particle rotations played
a substantial role in momentum and heat transfer from
ellipsoidal particles.

Yang et al. studied the forced convection heat transfer in
packed bed reactors using CFX10 [12]. *ey employed the
SC, BCC, and FCC structured packing of solids for heat
transfer studies. *ey concluded that selection of structured
packing affected the pressure drop in the packed bed re-
actors. *ey also studied the effect of the shape of particles
on heat transfer and flow process. *eir work was mainly for
higher Reynolds number flows for which RNG k − ε tur-
bulence model was used. Tavassoli et al. used the DNS for
heat transfer studies of nonspherical particles with fixed
random arrays [13]. *e main objective of the study was to
modify the existing correlations of spherical particles to be
used for nonspherical objects. Spherocylindrical particles
with random distribution were used and the simulations
were performed using the immersed boundary method
(IBM). Simulation results showed that, by making proper
selection of effective diameter, the correlations of spherical
particles could be employed for spherocylindrical shape
without introducing any significant errors. He and Tafti
investigated the heat transfer from ellipsoidal particles for
low-to-moderate Reynolds numbers in the range of 10 to 200
[14]. *ey used a particle aspect ratio of 2.5 with solid
volume fraction in the range of 0.1 to 0.35. Random as-
semblies of particles were generated by using SDK-PhysX.
*ey reported a Nusselt number correlation based on the
simulation data. Li et al. studied the effects of spheroid
orientations on drag force of prolate particles by using IBM
[15]. In particular, they adopted Hermans orientation factor
(denoted by S) to quantify the mean orientation of the
prolate. By definition, S ranges from ‒0.5 to 1 and can be
used to represent the mean orientation of all possible ar-
rangements of ellipsoids. Different values of S represent
arrays of particles with different mean orientations (see
Figure 1). Results obtained by Li et al. showed that drag force
decreased with the rise of Swhen flow followed the reference
direction. A new drag correlation based on particle orien-
tation, aspect ratio, and solid volume fraction was proposed
for ellipsoidal particles.

In the literature, the available investigations of heat
transfer phenomenon between prolate particles and the fluid
are mostly focusing on an isolated particle or arrays of
particles with random orientations. However, practical
applications usually involve millions to billions of prolate
particles. *erefore, arrays of particles need to be considered
in revealing the effect of particle orientations. Li et al. [15]
found that S could be used to quantify these orientations.
*rough systematic DNSs, they have revealed that S has a
significant impact on the drag force experienced by arrays of
prolate particles. However, the impact of the mean orien-
tation on the heat transfer properties of prolate particles has
not been discovered. *erefore, this work aims to quantify
this impact and develop new correlation for heat transfer of
prolate particles.

In the present work, DNSs of flows past arrays of prolate
particles with different S have been performed. *e tem-
perature of fluid at the inlet is set different from that of
particles to enforce the heat transfer between the two phases.
A wide range of solid volume fractions and Reynolds
numbers are considered. It has been found that S results in a
significant variation in forced convection heat transfer at any
specific value of solid volume fraction and Reynolds number.
Furthermore, a Nusselt number correlation is proposed in
terms of Reynolds number, solid volume fraction, and
Hermans orientation factor. It should be mentioned that, as
a first step towards exploring the orientation effect on heat
transfer from prolate particles, this work focuses on prolate
particles with aspect ratio of 2.5 and the proposed corre-
lation is only valid for this specific aspect ratio. *e choice of
aspect ratio of 2.5 is due to the fact that the only available
work in the literature on heat transfer of arrays of prolate
particles is performed at this aspect ratio by He and Tafti
only at S� 0 [14]. Results of the present study have been
validated and found to be in good agreement with the results
of He and Tafti.

2. Numerical Method

2.1. Governing Equations. LBM has been used to simulate
various flow phenomena in both two and three dimensions.
Generally, the model in LBM is described by DpQq, where
index p denotes the number of dimensions in which specific
problem is defined and q depicts the number of lattice
velocity vectors. In the present work, D3Q19 model is used.
Mathematical representation of LBM can be expressed in the
following form [16]:

fi x + eiΔt, t + Δt(  − fi(x, t) � −
1
τf

fi(x, t) − f
eq
i (x, t)( 

+ ΔtFAF,i
(F).

(1)

In the above equation, fi is the distribution function that
shows the histogram representation of frequency of oc-
currence. *ese frequencies are the direction-specific fluid
densities. ei are the lattice velocities, having the magnitude of
1 or

�
2

√
lu/ts depending on the values of i; f

eq
i is the
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equilibrium distribution function; τf is the relaxation factor.
*e last term on the right-hand side depicts the effect of
force from solid phase to the gas phase. Temperature field in
LBM can be obtained by another equation having similar
form to that of equation (1) [17]:

gi x + eiΔt, t + Δt(  − gi(x, t) � −
1
τg

gi(x, t) − g
eq
i (x, t)( 

+ ΔtQAQ,i
(Q),

(2)

where τg is the relaxation time and the last term on the right-
hand side is the heat source term. For details of the nu-
merical methods, reader can refer to [17], since the same
computer code is used except that the simulated particles in
this work are prolate ellipsoids. *e difference between the
sphere and prolate model lies in the distribution of La-
grangian markers on the particle surface. In the case of
spherical particles, markers are distributed uniformly on the
surface of sphere but in the case of prolate particles more
markers are present in region with larger surface curvature
of the ellipsoids. Different assumptions are made during the
simulations and they are given as follows:

(i) Laminar flow

(ii) Heat capacity and density of the fluid remain
constant throughout the simulations

(iii) Effect of temperature alteration on the velocity and
density is not considered

(iv) Effects of radiation and viscous dissipation are not
considered

2.2.NusseltNumberCalculations. Nusselt number is defined
as the ratio of strength of convection to conductive heat
transfer. Its generalized form is [18]

Nu �
h D

k
, (3)

where h is the convective heat transfer coefficient, D is the
particle equivalent diameter, and k is the fluid thermal
conductivity. For Reynolds number calculations, equivalent
diameter and superficial gas velocities (U) have been used;
that is, Re� ρUD/μ. In IB-LBM, Nusselt number is calcu-
lated in computational domain by making slices of unit
thickness in the flow direction. Average temperature of the
slice is calculated by [17]

〈Tf〉 �


A
αuz(x, y, z)T(x, y, z)dxdy


A
αuz(x, y, z)dxdy

; α ∈ [0, 1], (4)
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Figure 1: Arrays of prolate particles with aspect ratio of 2.5, solid volume fraction of 0.2, and reference direction along z direction: (a) S� 1,
(b) S� 0.2, (c) S� 0, and (d) S� –0.5.
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where A is the area of slice. Integration is executed over the
surface, which is perpendicular to the direction of flow.
More details of the heat transfer calculations by this method
can be found in the literature [17]. Nusselt number calcu-
lations of these slices adopt the following conventions [17]:

hf,slice �
Qslice

apVslice Ts −〈Tf〉 
,

Nuf,slice �
hf,sliceD

k
,

Nuoverall �
Nuf,slice

Nslice
,

(5)

where Vslice, Nslice, ap, and Qslice denote volume of slice,
number of slices, specific surface area, and heat flux from
particles to the fluid phase, respectively.

2.3. Creation of Random Arrays. Random arrays of prolate
particles with different Hermans orientation factors are
generated by means of the in-house application of Monte
Carlo method [19]. *e functional form of orientations
factors (S) is [15]

S �
3< cos2∅> − 1

2
, ∅∈ 0,

π
2

 , (6)

where ∅ is angle among reference direction and semimajor
axis of the prolate particle. Reference direction is defined as
the average direction of all particles’ semimajor axes in the
domain. S takes the values from −0.5 to 1, S � 0 shows
random orientations of particles, S � 1 corresponds to the
perfect alignment of prolate particles with respect to ref-
erence direction, and S � −0.5 represents perfect normal
alignment as shown in Figure 1. *rough the random
generation process of assemblies, particles overlap is pro-
hibited and if such situation occurs, then that location of
particle is rejected and a new location is assigned. Solid
particle locations are random in nature, so the present
method depicts the true picture of natural process in gas-
solid flows. For different values of Hermans orientation
factors, heat transfer studies of prolate particles with aspect
ratio ar � 2.5 under moderate Reynolds number have not
thus far been performed in the literature. Aspect ratio and
solid volume fractions are defined by [15]

aspect ratio(ar) �
a

b
,

a prolate semimajor axis

b prolate semiminor axis

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
,

c �
4πnab

2

3L
3 ,

n number of solid particles

L length of packed cubic section

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

(7)

Prolate particles have three different solid volume
fractions, that is, c � 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and for each solid volume
fraction four spheroid orientations, that is, S � −0.5, 0,{

0.2, 1}, are studied.

3. Geometry Description and Code Validation

3.1. Geometry and Boundary Conditions. Prolate particles
with aspect ratio ar � 2.5 at three solid volume fractions {0.1,
0.2, 0.3} are studied. For each solid volume fraction, arrays
with four Hermans orientation factors, that is,
S � −0.5, 0, 0.2, 1{ }, are simulated. For each solid volume
fraction, Reynolds number and Hermans orientation factor
results are averaged based on three different configurations.
Each configuration represents a realization at the prescribed
specific parameters. *e simulated Reynolds numbers are
confined in the range from 0 to 100. Choice of this aspect
ratio is due to the fact that only existing data in literature are
for S� 0 with ar� 2.5. In industry applications, for example,
in drying process, particles are of smaller size. Depending on
particle characteristic length, Reynolds number remains
smaller. *erefore, in the present research, range of the
Reynolds number has been taken up to 100. Range of c is
selected according to many practical fluidization reactors.
*e maximum c of 0.3 is chosen because systems with larger
c are difficult to generate with a wide range of S. Lattice unit
system is used in all the simulations. *e boundary con-
ditions are the same as those used in [17]. Temperature of the
solid particles is specified to be 1 and fluid bulk temperature
is fixed at 0 at the inlet. Prandtl number is set equal to unity.
It means that hydrodynamic and thermal boundary layers
are of the same size. A constant pressure gradient is
employed across the domain to drive the flow. At the outlet,
temperature gradient was set to zero. Gas flows parallel to
increasing z direction. Domain size of 1.4 L is used, where L
is the side length of packed cubic section. Schematic rep-
resentation of the complete description of domain is
mentioned in Figure 2. *ree sizes of grids d/Δx � 8, 12, 16,
are used, where d is the length of the minor axis of the
particles. Final results are obtained by Richardson
Extrapolation method using three-grid data as shown in
Figure 3. *is is because many studies, such as [19, 21],
reported that the use of Richardson Extrapolation method
was necessary for the particle-resolved simulations to obtain
the grid-independent results. Particle numbers used for
different solid volume fractions are in the range of 120 to
189. More than 500 numerical simulations were performed
during this study.

3.2. CodeValidation. Huang et al. have already validated the
present code of IB-LBM for spherical single as well as arrays
of spherical particles for variety of solid volume fractions
[17]. Before doing the heat transfer calculations for arrays of
ellipsoidal particles, code validation of single ellipsoidal
particle is performed. Richter and Nikrityuk performed the
heat transfer calculations of cubes and ellipsoids in flows
using ANSYS FLUENT software package. *ey simulated
two cases for ellipsoids: one is parallel to the flow direction;
that is, major axis of the ellipsoids was set parallel to the flow
(ellipsoid 1) or perpendicular to the flow (ellipsoid 2).
*erefore, to check the validity of present code, single-
prolate particle is simulated for two orientations: one is
parallel and other is perpendicular to the flow direction.
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Here, IB-LBM results are compared with the reported data of
Richter and Nikrityuk. Nusselt number of single ellipsoidal
particle is obtained by extrapolation at three small solid
volume fractions of 0.01, 0.02, and 0.03. Simulation results
are presented in Figure 4 with the results of Richter and
Nikrityuk [10]. *e results are found to be in good agree-
ment with maximum deviation of less than 3% from the
literature results. *e comparison depicts that IB-LBM can
produce the results in good accuracy when compared with
commercial computational fluid dynamic software package.

For further validation, arrays of prolate particles at
ar� 2.5 and S� 0 are considered. Figure 5 shows variation of
Nusselt number versus Reynolds number for different solid
volume fractions. Results show that Nusselt number in-
creases with the increase of Reynolds number. *e results of

the present study are compared with those of He and Tafti
[14] who also simulated the prolate particles for solid volume
fractions of 0.1 to 0.35. In general, the results are in good
agreement with the literature both qualitatively and quan-
titatively. Minor differences are due to the use of different
type of immersed boundary method in the present study.
Also, He and Tafti have used constant heat flux boundary
condition, whereas constant temperature boundary condi-
tion has been employed in the present research work. It is a
known fact that the Nusselt number is lower for constant

Outlet section
(0.2L)

Packed section
(L)

Inlet section
(0.2L)

Flow direction X Y

Z

Figure 2: Schematic representation of computational domain
(ar� 2.5, S� 0, and c� 0.2).
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temperature boundary case as compared to constant heat
flux boundary conditions due to lower effective temperature
gradient at the wall [18].

4. Results and Discussion

Average Nusselt number at the start of simulations has
higher value but after some time steps it achieves its steady
state as shown in Figure 6. During the process of forced
convection heat transfer from hot particles, the temperature
of gas increases as the gas approaches the outlet section as
shown in Figure 7. *e temperature attained near the outlet
of the domains depends upon the Re, solid volume fraction,
and S. As the temperature of fluid rises along the fluid di-
rection, the potential for heat transfer decreases as tem-
perature gradient at the particle surfaces is decreased.

Reynolds number plays a significant role in heat transfer
phenomenon because it is the driving force behind the
forced convection. As flow velocity (or Re) is increased, the
fluid temperature in the cross section decreases, as shown in
Figure 8, due to enhanced heat transfer.

As the ellipsoidal objects are 3D in nature, the orien-
tations of these particles may modify the flow field around
the assembly of particles. *erefore, orientations of these
particles in the assembly can significantly influence the heat
transfer. To investigate these effects, numerical simulations
are performed for various Hermans orientation factors. For
parallel arrays with S� 1, all particles are positioned such
that they are parallel to the flow direction. Figure 9 ellip-
soidal particles wh depicts that Nusselt number increases
with the increase of Reynolds number due to enhanced
convective heat transfer at higher Re. At a fixed Re, Nusselt
number increases with solid volume fraction because the
small interstitial spaces among the particles cause flow ve-
locity to increase, which enhances the forced convection heat
transfer as mentioned by [22].

*e results for S� 0.2 are shown in Figure 10. Variations
of Nu in the cases of S� 0.2 and S� 1 are not the same because
of the different local recirculation zones due to particles
orientations. Figure 11 shows the Nusselt number variation
versus Reynolds number for S� –0.5. For this orientation
factor, flow direction and major axes of ellipsoids are normal
to each other. Here, difference between Nusselt numbers of
two consecutive solid volume fractions is smaller because
there is a negligible variation in flow velocity as the solid
volume fraction is altered. However, at any fixed Reynolds
number, solid volume fractions cause Nu number to increase.

4.1. Influence of Hermans Orientation Factor on Nusselt
Number. Nusselt number is the dimensionless temperature
gradient at the surface of particle. Usually heat transfer
correlations of Nusselt number are developed using ex-
perimental results. However, for arrays of particles, it is
difficult and economically expensive to calculate the heat
transfer coefficient experimentally. In functional form, it has
dependency on the Reynolds number and Prandtl number
for single-particle case. But, for multiparticle system, effect
of solid volume fraction and its orientation cannot be

neglected. *erefore, Nu � f(Re, Pr, c, S). By using the
simulation data, a correlation has been developed for as-
sembly of ellipsoidal particles with aspect ratio of 2.5 and it
reads

Nu � 1.5 − 0.885(1 − c) + 0.078(1 − c)
2

 

· 2.458 − 0.042Re1.07Pr1/3 

+ 1.115 − 0.62(1 − c) − 0.08(1 − c)
2

 Re0.68Pr1/3

+(−S + 0.08).

(8)

Equation (8) is valid for 0<Re≤ 100, 0.1≤ c≤ 0.3, and
S � −0.5, 0, 0.2, 1{ } for solid particles with aspect ratio of
2.5. *e coefficients of equation (8) are determined by
minimizing the difference between the simulated data and
predicted correlation. Predicted values of Nusselt number
using equation (8) are plotted with simulation results in
Figure 12. It can be seen that the proposed correlation gives
satisfactory performance and the maximum deviation from
the simulated results is less than 10%.
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Figure 6: Average Nusselt number with Hermans orientation
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Impact of Hermans orientation factor on Nusselt
number can be probed by using equation (8).

Effects of orientations cannot be neglected in forced
convection heat transfer because this phenomenon strongly
depends on the flow field variations. For different values of S,
Nusselt number varying with the Reynolds number is
plotted in Figure 13. Only the results at c� 0.2 are shown as
illustrative examples. It can be seen that the Nusselt number
generally decreases with the increase of S. *e proposed
correlation agrees favorably well with the DNS results. Also
the variation of Nusselt number with Hermans orientation
factors is presented in Figures 14(a) to 14(d) at various
Reynolds numbers. Figure 14(a) is the plot at Reynolds
number of 20, which shows that Nu decreases with the
increase of S linearly at various solid volume fractions. *is

trend is also observed at other Reynolds numbers, since the
proposed equation (8) is indeed a linear function of S when
other parameters in the correlation are fixed.

Nusselt numbers at S� 1 have minimum values as
compared to the other three orientations at the same solid
volume fractions. *is is due to the less recirculation of flow
as particles are aligned along the flow direction.

Figure 14 shows that the effect of S on average Nusselt
number is very significant and this behavior remains obvious
even with the increase of Reynolds number. It can be realized
from Figure 14(a) that, at the Reynolds number of 20, the
value of Nusselt number at c� 0.1 and S� –0.5 is almost 9%
more than the respective value at S� 0. *is may be due to
the fact that, for lower solid volume fraction (c� 0.1),
S� –0.5 gives rise to higher value of the effective heat transfer
surface area as compared to S� 0. Moreover, when com-
pared to S� 0.2, Nusselt number for S� –0.5 has 13% higher
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Figure 8: Temperature contours in xy plane (middle of packed section), S� 0 at 0.1 solid volume fractions. (a) Re� 16.5 and (b) Re� 90.
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value. Similarly, the forced convection strength of S� –0.5 is
27% higher when compared with S� 1 at c� 0.1. Highest
value of Nusselt number occurs for c� 0.1 and S� –0.5 is due
to the impact of jet and enhanced recirculation. Also, the
ellipsoidal particles whose major axis is placed parallel to the
flow direction have smaller Nu as mentioned in [23].

For c� 0.2 and Re� 50 in Figure 14(b), it can be observed
that prolate particle assembly with S� –0.5 again has the
highest heat transfer properties as compared to the other
orientations. *is increase is 6%, 8%, and 17% as compared
to S� 0, S� 0.2, and S� 1, respectively. It is observed that,
with increase of c, maxima was again achieved at S� –0.5.
*e amount of heat transfer from each assembly depends on
many factors including heat transfer surface area, local flow
velocity, temperature gradient, and vortices formed near the
solid particle [24].

Figures 14(c) and 14(d) show effect of S on Nusselt
number at Reynolds numbers of 90 and 100, respectively.
For c� 0.3 and S� –0.5, average Nusselt number is 4% more
than the random orientation (S� 0) case.*erefore, it can be
concluded that arrays of particles whose major axes are
perpendicular to the flow direction have high value of
Nusselt number (NuS�−0.5) as compared to the other ori-
entations. Parallel arrays have minimum values of Nusselt
number (NuS�1). Overall percent increase in Nusselt number
caused by S can be calculated by using equation (9) and is
plotted in Figure 15 for different values of solid volume
fractions and Reynolds number.

% increase �
NuS�−0.5 − NuS�1

NuS�−0.5
× 100. (9)

Figure 16 represents the contours at 0.2 solid volume
fractions for three different values of S. All the three cases
have distinct local structure that results in unique convective
heat transfer behavior. For S� 1, the temperature of the gas
around the particles is still lower due to less heat transfer as
compared to the other two cases.

4.2. Stanton Number. Stanton number, St, also known as
Margoulis number (M), is another dimensionless number
that is used in forced convection heat transfer process. It
measures the ratio of heat transported into a fluid to the
thermal capacity of the fluid. Mathematical expression for
this number is [18]

St �
Nu
Re Pr

. (10)

In the present study, Prandtl number is 1 and Stanton
number can also be calculated from the simulation data.
Dimensionless numbers have great significance in fluid
mechanics. *ey help in easy parametric investigation of
diverse engineering problems. Figure 17 shows the trend of
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Stanton number with Reynolds number. Also Figure 18
shows the effects of Hermans orientation factors on Stan-
ton number at c� 0.2. Clearly, Stanton number decreases
with the increase of S at fixed value of c� 0.2. Close

observation shows that the impact of S on Stanton number
decreases with the increase of Reynolds number. *e trend
observed at other solid volume fractions is similar to that
reported at c� 0.2 and hence is omitted.
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Stanton number is also widely used in Reynolds analogy
concept of boundary layer theory. From the information of
Stanton number, the friction coefficient can be calculated
because St � Cf/2 [18]. *is analogy is applicable only if

Prandtl number is one and pressure gradient is zero in
limiting condition. However, this analogy can be applied
with its limitations just to have the first approximation of the
magnitudes of flow variables, that is, friction or mass flow
rate coefficients. So, heat transfer data can be utilized to have
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a good insight into the underlying physical problems. Al-
though this analogy will not give the accurate results, it can
provide a firsthand engineering analysis [25].

5. Summary and Conclusions

Heat transfer study of prolate particle arrays is performed
using second-order accurate Immersed Boundary-Lattice
Boltzmann Method (IB-LBM) [16]. Particles with aspect
ratio of 2.5 are studied. Arrays are generated for solid
volume fraction from 0.1 to 0.3 by using Monte Carlo
method [15]. Moreover, four different values of Hermans
orientation factor in the range of –0.5 to 1 are considered.
Results are presented by doing averaging on three different
random arrays of prolate particles. It is concluded that
Nusselt number considerably increases with the increase of
Reynolds number and solid volume fractions. Also, Nusselt
number significantly decreases with the increase of Her-
mans orientation factor. For example, at c � 0.1 and Re � 20,
Nusselt number of arrays with S � –0.5 is approximately
27% higher than that in arrays with S � 1. *e difference
between Nusselt number obtained in arrays of S � –0.5 and
that obtained in arrays of S � 1 decreases as the solid
volume fraction and Reynolds number increase. *is dif-
ference is still remarkable at c � 0.3 and Re � 100, which is
around 12%.

Based on the present simulations, a correlation is
presented for heat transfer of prolate particles. *e
maximum deviation of the proposed correlation from the
simulation results is less than 10 percent. It is noted that
Nusselt number is a linear function of S when other pa-
rameters such as Re, Pr, and c in the correlation are fixed.
*e proposed correlation would prove beneficial for future
studies in practical processes. Stanton number calculations
are also performed based on the proposed correlation for
Nusselt number. It is found that the impact of S on Stanton
number is nonnegligible. Stanton number decreases with
the increase of S. *e impact of S on Stanton number
decreases with the increase of Reynolds number. Overall,
the present study shows that the effect of mean particle
orientation on Nu for arrays of prolate particles is sig-
nificant. *is indicates that, in practical systems with
nonspherical particles, the consideration of the effect of
orientation is necessary for accurate prediction of the heat
transfer property of the flow. Forthcoming studies will
comprise the heat transfer of prolate arrays for several
aspect ratios. Consideration of a variety of aspect ratios
will be fruitful in biomass applications because in such
process enormous particles’ aspect ratios exist. In practical
applications, particles form different orientations; there-
fore, the impact of orientations on forced convection for a
range of aspect ratio will contribute a lot on the road to the
engineering community. In the future, a unified Nusselt
number correlation will be presented in the form of aspect
ratios, Hermans orientation factor, Reynolds number, and
solid volume fraction. *e impacts of the orientation on
gas-solid heat transfer at even higher Reynolds number
and various aspect ratios are recommended for future
studies.

Nomenclature

c: Solid volume fraction
D: Particle equivalent diameter
U: Superficial gas velocities
Re: Reynolds number
ρ: Density of gas
μ: Viscosity of gas
S: Hermans orientation factors
fi, gi: Distribution functions
f
eq
i , g

eq
i : Equilibrium distribution functions

ei: Lattice velocity
x: Position vector
τf, τg: Relaxation factors
FAF,i

(F): Source term in momentum equation
QAQ,i

(Q): Source term in heat equation
k: Fluid thermal conductivity
h: Convective heat transfer coefficient
Pr: Prandtl number
Nu: Nusselt number
Nuf,slice: Nusselt number of slice
Ts: Ellipsoid temperature
〈Tf〉: Average temperature of slice
Vslice: Volume of slice
Nslice: Number of slices
ap: Specific surface area
Qslice: Heat flux from particles to the fluid phase
hf,slice: Slice heat transfer coefficient
A: Area of slice
α: Signed level set function
uz: Gas velocity in flow direction
∅: Angle
a, b: Particle semimajor and minor axis
ar: Aspect ratio
n: Number of solid particles
L: Length of cubic computational domain
St: Stanton number
Cf: Skin friction.
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